November 5, 2018
Dear ICS members,
It is my great pleasure to announce that the 2018 Tenne Family Prize in memory of Lea Tenne for Nanoscale
Sciences will be shared by Prof. Daniel Mandler of the Institute of Chemistry, The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem, for his contributions to electrochemistry at the nanoscale in microscopy, coatings and sensing; and
Prof. Gil Markovich of the School of Chemistry, Tel Aviv University, for his contributions to the study of metal to
insulator transitions in nanocrystals and to research of chirality at the nanoscale.
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Prof. Daniel Mandler was born in Buenos Aires, Argentina (1958) and immigrated to Israel in 1963. He
received his BSc (1983) and PhD (1988) under the supervision of Prof. Itamar Willner at The Hebrew
University. Following his postdoctoral research with Prof. Allen J. Bard at the University of Texas he joined the
Department of Inorganic and Analytical Chemistry at The Hebrew University (1990) and in 2003 he became
Full Professor. He served as Head of the Institute of Chemistry and Vice Dean of Research at the Faculty of
Science. Mandler has contributed in many ways to nanochemistry and nanotechnology. He pioneered a new
concept in electrochemical deposition. The "nano to nano" approach aims at driving the electrochemical
deposition of nanomaterials from their dispersions. This enables to pre-synthesize the nanoparticles with
specific properties and use electrochemistry as the driving force to cause their irreversible deposition. This
approach has been applied, for example, for the coating of medical implants. Following the concept of
molecularly imprinted polymers, Mandler was the first to demonstrate this approach for nanoparticles, which
were imprinted into different matrices, including conducting polymers and sol-gel based films. Removal of
these nanoparticles formed voids that remembered their shape, which could selectively recognize the
originally imprinted nanoparticles. Mandler and Almog applied metallic nanoparticles to visualize latent
fingerprints by tuning the nanoparticles hydrophobicity to cause their specific adsorption on either the ridges
or valleys of the fingerprints. The embedded nanoparticles served as catalysts for the electroless deposition,
which enhanced the contrast between the ridges and the valleys. Mandler has guided more than 60 PhD and
MSc students, published more than 230 papers and has an h-index of 46.
Prof. Gil Markovich was born in Israel (1964), obtained his BSc in Chemistry and PhD in Chemical Physics
(1996) under the supervision of Prof. Ori Cheshnovsky at Tel Aviv University. In 1998, following a postdoctoral
research with Prof. James R. Heath at UCLA, he joined the School of Chemistry at Tel Aviv University,
establishing a laboratory for studying the physical properties of inorganic colloidal nanocrystals and
nanostructures. In 2012 he became Full Professor and Head of the School of Chemistry. He holds the
Alexander and Clara Stransky Chair in Chemistry of Advanced Materials. In recent years he has also been
active in promoting science education to high-school students through science-oriented youth mentoring, and
intensive lecturing and lab tour activities. His main contributions to nanoscience were on magneto-transport
and magneto-optical studies of magnetic nanocrystals, self-assembled metal nanowire films, and pioneering
studies of chirality and optical activity in inorganic nanostructures. In the last decade the Markovich group has
pioneered studies of optical activity of metal and semiconductor nanoparticles interacting with chiral molecules
and of arrays of metal nanostructures. They have also synthesized and studied the optical properties of
inorganic nanocrystals with chiral crystal structure, demonstrating their chiral crystallographic space-groups.
These studies led to a nanoscale version of Pasteur's experiment, where enantiopure samples of chiral
nanocrystals could be prepared under the influence of particular chiral molecules.
The award ceremony will take place in February 12, 2019, during the 84th ICS Annual Meeting.
Congratulations to Dani and Gil for their achievements!

